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Clever Adviser Technology has spent more than  
a decade developing its fund selection capabilities, 
proving this old adage is a myth. 

By filtering personal bias, emotion and the lure of market 
buzz or noise from investment decisions they're able to 
deliver better investment choices and achieve higher 
portfolio returns for investors. All with less stress and worry. 

The Clever way is trusted by thousands of investors and 
their financial advisers, and is a key element within the 
model portfolios.
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Not really, but it is quite clever. 

The fund research and selection of the 8AM Global  
Clever Managed Portfolio Service is driven by the UK’s  
first and only fully quantitative and electronic fund 
selection technology. 

Under the bonnet is the CleverEngine. which evaluates 
thousands of funds every month, processing millions  
of data points, to select the most suitable funds for each 
investment portfolio. This scientific approach helps to 
avoid common investment mistakes by focusing on  
what really matters - the facts.



Focus only on numbers and facts

Cut through the market hype

Avoid common investment mistakes



Transparent, data-driven decisions.

Using cutting edge technology developed by Clever,  
fund selection decisions are disciplined and measured 
giving you peace of mind that your investments are  
being chosen rationally, logically and with precision.

•   No subjective human bias – a common cause  
of portfolio underperformance

•   No capacity issues – the system can handle more 
data and analysis than a human ever could

•   No hesitation to sell an under-performing fund

With more than 10 years’ track record, you can trust  
the Clever maths and methodology to make accurate, 
timely and well-informed decisions on the future of  
your investments.
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How does it work?

The Managed Portfolio Service comprises a range of  
five portfolios of funds, risk rated by one of the country's 
leading rating agencies.

This means the portfolio selected for you by your 
financial adviser will be independently monitored  
to ensure a consistent level of risk.

Whether your feelings about investing are cautious, 
adventurous or somewhere in between, there is a risk 
profile and investment portfolio to suit your needs. 

Making it happen.

Your portfolio management team at 8AM Global reviews 
the fund research, manages the asset allocation in 
line with your risk parameters and implements all the 
portfolio changes.

Keeping you in the loop couldn’t be more clever.

Sometimes life simply gets busy. So to help you stay 
involved with the portfolio with just a few taps, you will 
receive an email with an easy-to-read summary of what 
changes have been made to the model powering your 
investment portfolio and how it is performing.
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Collects and analyses
On the first working day  
of each month, the 
CleverEngine collects 
information on over 4,000  
UK registered funds and 
analyses all of the relevant 
performance and ratings data.

Scores and ranks
The system then scores 
and ranks every fund in 
each of the portfolios, 
checking whether they are 
performing as they should 
and objectively selects 
new funds to replace  
those that aren’t.

Informs
For peace of mind, you 
will receive a simple 
monthly email to keep 
you updated on the 
progress of your portfolio, 
whether or not changes 
have been made.

Complex fund selection in three simple steps.



Challenging the system never stops. 

Although 8AM Global and Clever regularly test 
the methodology and systems, it's important that 
independent experts assess how effective it is. 

The technology and outcomes are audited and validated 
by two leading professors of finance from CASS Business 
School, and by Europe’s largest government funded  
data-science lab, The Hartree Centre. They agree that  
the CleverEngine is a very powerful way of finding funds 
that deserve attention but are often overlooked, as well  
as identifying funds which are likely to underperform 
within a portfolio. 

Proving that independence, facts and an opinion-free 
process can deliver objective and better results.
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Industry leading risk management.

In addition to the powerful fund picking technology,  
your portfolio is under the watchful eye of independent 
risk analysts, and the whole investment process is 
managed by a very experienced investment team.

Together, they ensure the portfolios stay within their  
risk boundaries. Unlike some model portfolios, the 
8AM Global CleverMPS is legally obliged to check in  
every month to ensure the exposure to risk is consistent.

Being a CleverMPS investor might just be the smartest 
move you make.

Important Information
This document should be considered in conjunction with all supporting documentation available. Professional financial 
advice should always be sought prior to investment. Clients should be aware that the value of investments and the 
income from them may fall as well as rise and you may not get back what originally invested. Investments which are likely 
to yield a high income may do so at the expense of capital, or at a greater risk to the capital, and the income from them 
may fluctuate up or down. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Overseas investments can fluctuate in 
value according to market and currency conditions. This document does not constitute financial advice and should not 
be regarded as a solicitation to invest. Access to the 8AM CleverMPS suite is only available through your financial adviser.

cleveradviser.com8AMglobal.com

This document has been prepared by Clever Adviser Technology Ltd  
and 8AM GLOBAL LLP. The 8AM CleverMPS is managed by 8AM Global LLP.  
8AM GLOBAL LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.




